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canada’s next top model

CHURCHILL PARK CONDOMINIUMS

ted yarwood

the house as condo

All across Canada, designers are rising to the challenge of the condominium boom, crafting exquisite interior
appointments – not to mention sweet model suites – that are anything but cookie cutter, and that rival the
architect’s vision for the exterior. Here’s a small sampling of the nation’s most noteworthy new urban abodes.
Written and produced by Brett Walther

the look When does a condo not look like a

THE SITE Toronto’s Forest Hill neighbourhood, St. Clair Avenue West & Spadina Avenue; 416-

condo? When it features luxe details like crown
moulding, nine-inch baseboards and French doors
966-9080; churchillparkcondos.com THE SPECS 45 units; 1,275 to 3,360 sq. ft. THE PRICE
leading to the terrace, which all lend the feeling
TAG $600,000 to $2,500,000 THE DESIGNER Katherine Newman, Katherine Newman Design
of a grand house. “The people who will live here
THE ARCHITECT Quadrangle Architects THE DEVELOPER Tower Hill Development Corp.
are about establishment,” says Katherine, who
created light-, medium- and dark-finish specificathe buzz Although it towers above the grand old homes of tion packages. “They want their surroundings to be chic and stylish,
but also comfortable and elegant.” In the model suite living room,
posh Forest Hill, the 14-storey Churchill Park development feels
white parchment chairs flank the custom marble fireplace surround.
right at home. What’s the secret to this seamless integration? “This
“Parchment was used by Jean-Michel Frank in the 1930s,” says
building isn’t about trends,” says interior designer Katherine NewKatherine. In an interior that effortlessly mixes modern and traman. “The classical design reference is an aesthetic approach conditional elements, she says, “Items with a historical reference
sistent with many area residences.” One of the few Canadians to
like these chairs and the bouillotte-inspired pendant create a
make Architectural Digest’s 2007 list of Top 100 Designers, Kathersense of familiarity that establishes a certain comfort level.” e
ine’s in-demand services are the icing on this development’s cake.
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THE SITE 838 West Hastings, downtown Vancouver; 888-339-0707,
604-339-0707; jamesonfoster.com THE SPECS 131 units; 600 to 3,000
sq. ft. THE PRICE TAG $669,000 to $2,260,000 THE DESIGN ARCHITECT
Foster + Partners THE DEVELOPER Jameson Development Corp.

the buzz Soaring 380 feet above the heart of down-

jameson development corp.

the high-tech highrise
JAMESON HOUSE

the look Achromatic, ultramodern and minimalist – an
effect made even more dramatic with floor-to-ceiling windows (in the living room of most units) that maximize natural
light – Jameson House is luminous. With an ingenious cantilevered island countertop that can be lowered or raised to
accommodate bar or dining seating, Foster + Partners’ Place
kitchen design (originally created for Italian kitchen company
Dada) is utility at its most beautiful. Add a stainless-steel
backsplash with built-in illuminated Artemide glass lighting
panel, Gaggenau appliances from Germany, a Dornbracht
pull-and-spray kitchen faucet, and a Sub-Zero integrated
refrigerator and freezer, and you’ve got a recipe for a Eurosleek kitchen by a world-renowned design firm.
e

town Vancouver, Jameson House wraps form and function
in a slick glass-and-metal package. Scheduled for completion
in 2010, the 37-storey structure boasts cutting-edge technology from top to bottom, including under-floor heating and
cooling that’s both silent and energy efficient, wall-hung concealed tank toilets with dual-flush systems, and an automatic car park that’s straight out of your favourite sci-fi movie. Billed as North America’s first fully automated nonpallet
parking garage, this “valet of the future” uses a sophisticated system of sensors to automatically shuttle parked vehicles in
order to put yours in the nearest available free spot – a process that can be reversed for retrieval in just 90 seconds.
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THE SITE Victoria’s inner harbour; 250-380-7278; docksidegreen.ca THE SPECS 81
units; 614 to 1,163 sq. ft. THE PRICE TAG $280,900 to $1,233,900 THE DESIGNER
Kimberly Williams, Kimberly Williams Interiors THE ARCHITECT Busby Perkins +
Will Architects THE DEVELOPERS Windmill Development Group and Vancity

the buzz Victoria’s harbourfront is in the midst of a make-

dockside green

the sustainable suite
BALANCE AT DOCKSIDE GREEN

the look With sustainability front and centre, it’s not
surprising that bamboo is the material of choice for Balance’s interiors. Rapidly renewable carbonized bamboo
in warm honey tones lines the floor; in the kitchen, dark
ebonized-bamboo veneer complemented by brushed-nickel
hardware is used for the cabinetry. The versatile island –
the perfect place for food prep or for enjoying a quick
bite – is topped with the same thick polished granite that
forms the backsplash, unifying the largely open-concept
layout. Add a suite of Whirlpool appliances – Energy Star
rated, of course – to complete the eco-conscious cucina. e

over, and it’s looking green. The 15-acre Dockside Green development – the biggest in the city’s history – is poised to snag the
honour of being the first greenhouse gas-neutral development in
North America, with sights set on LEED (Leadership in Energy
and Environmental Design) Platinum Certification. Balance is the new residential phase, and the condo promises just that –
a perfect harmony of eco-savvy and stylish living. A water-saving design uses up to 65 per cent less potable water than traditional condo buildings, while external shading devices on most south- and west-facing windows minimize heat gain in
summer without sacrificing natural light. Inside, low-VOC (volatile organic compound) paint finishes and water-based sealants
ensure healthy indoor air quality. Lush green roofs cap the environmentally conscious digs.
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THE SITE Toronto, Bayview & Lawrence avenues; 416-489-7333; kilgourestate.com THE SPECS 228 units; 1,100 to 2,700 sq. ft. THE PRICE TAG
$400,000 to $2,000,000+ THE DESIGNER Brian Gluckstein, Gluckstein Design
THE ARCHITECT Kirkor Architects & Planners THE DEVELOPER Daniels Corp.

the buzz Rising steppe-like from 12 acres of parkland on
what 100 years ago was a country estate on the outskirts of
Toronto, Kilgour Estate is a green retreat within the now sprawling city. The views of the adjacent Burke Brook Ravine are a
major selling feature, but the real stunners are the interior
appointments selected by interior designer Brian Gluckstein.
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the elegant estate
KILGOUR ESTATE

the look Classical details, a restrained palette and a sense of quiet luxury represent Brian’s
signature, and all three are present and accounted
for in the Kilgour’s model suite. “We wanted sophistication,” he says. “We wanted people to see
how to successfully create an eclectic space, as
well as that sense of richness and luxury.” Decked
out in furnishings and bedding from the designer’s collection at The Bay, the master bedroom tempers an
haute hotel vibe with old-world elegance. For every cool,
contemporary mirrored surface, there’s a cosy, classic
counterpoint, from the beautiful tufted headboard to
the 10-foot-high coffered ceiling.
e
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9T6
THE SITE Toronto, Queen Street West & St. Patrick Street; 416-484-9600;
9t6condos.com THE SPECS 222 units; 460 to 1,405 sq. ft. THE PRICE TAG
$190,000 to $600,000 THE DESIGNER Mike Niven, Mike Niven Interior Design
THE ARCHITECT Atkins Group Corp., Architects THE DEVELOPER Camrost-Felcorp

the buzz Designer digs in downtown Toronto at an affordable price
point? Mike Niven, master of the model suite, and developer CamrostFelcorp make it happen in the boho-chic surroundings of Queen West.

the look There’s a distinctly masculine flavour to Mike’s model suite

the bachelor pad

design. Clean lines abound, and the contrast of dark wood accents –
including space-defining slatted panels, and shelving in the kitchen –
against the light neutral envelope make a bold statement.

LUMIERE
THE SITE Toronto, College & Bay streets; 416-591-7700; lumierecondos.com
THE SPECS 326 units; 601 to 1,262 sq. ft. THE PRICE TAG $300,000 to $675,990
THE DESIGNERS Alessandro Munge, Sai Leung, Munge/Leung Design Associates
THE ARCHITECT Rudy Wallman, Wallman Architects THE DEVELOPERS Menkes
Developments and Lifetime Urban Development Group

the buzz A highrise for Bay Street’s high rollers, the ultramodern glass,
precast concrete and brick Lumiere sparkles like a beacon downtown.

the look Designer Alessandro Munge’s vision emphasizes clean, crisp

the mod pod

THE BENVENUTO
THE SITE Toronto, St. Clair Avenue & Avenue Road; 416-967-7128; thebenvenuto.
com THE SPECS 116 units; 700 to 3,500 sq. ft. THE PRICE TAG $485,000 to
$3,500,000 THE DESIGNERS Bryon Patton, Enid MacIntosh, Bryon Patton and Associates; William Anderson, William Anderson Design Services (suite, shown at left) THE
ARCHITECTS Peter Dickinson (original); Gordon Ridgely, Gordon Ridgely Architects and
Leslie M. Klein, Quadrangle Architects (update) THE DEVELOPER Malen Capital Corp.

the buzz One Benvenuto Place has seen some exciting times. The
former site of William Lyon Mackenzie’s residence, in 1955 it became home
to an apartment-hotel designed by feted architect Peter Dickinson. Within
that shell, the Benvenuto has a new lease on life as a luxury condominium.

the luxe loft
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the look In updating this owner’s suite, William Anderson of William
Anderson Design Services took inspiration from the midcentury modernist
architecture, adding a splash of Italian aesthetic. Where To Find It, page 208
for a full virtual tour of these properties, check out

styleathome.com

Photography by ted yarwood (top), tom malone (centre), jac jacobson (bottom)

lines, and dark, exotic woods like wenge throughout, from the kitchen cabinetry to the living area’s entertainment centre. A contemporary platform bed
is softened with a cream-colour duvet – a graphic punch that pulls colour
from the dramatic wraparound wood panel. The bed also features integrated
nightstands and plenty of storage underneath.

